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TREATS BAG

Treats Bag measures about 30cm across and 23cm tall

Treats Bag is the quickest and easiest bag to make for your kiddie’s treats for Halloween. The
raffia yarn is sturdy and adding the Little Spider (free pattern here) makes it extra fun!
This pattern is sponsored and in collaboration with Hobium Yarns. The best way to support is to
download this pattern directly from their website so that we can bring more patterns like this to
you. :) Please do not alter, use images or claim this pattern as your own. Copyright ©anniegurumi
2020. For requests to use this copyright-protected work in any matter, email:
asst.anniegurumi@gmail.com
Please be sure to tag me on social media (@anniegurumi) and Hobium Yarns (@hobiumyarns).
Please use #anniegurumi so I can see your treats bag. Thank you for enjoying my pattern.
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Skill Level: Beginner
Materials:
Loren Natural Raffia Paper Yarn in Purple and Black
Small Amount of White Yarn for the “spider web” (I used this)
Crochet Hook 9mm
Little Spider Amigurumi (free pattern here)
Tapestry Needle

Bag
Using Purple Yarn:
R1: ch 21, sc in 2nd ch from hook and across. 3sc in last st.
continue working on the other side of the chain
sc across, 2 sc in the last st. [42]

Stitches: (US Crochet Terms)
MR: magic ring
ch: chain
sc: single crochet
inc: increase
st: stitches
FO: fasten off

Strap [Make one]
Worked in Rounds:
Using Black Yarn:
Leaving a long tail for sewing late
before your chain:

R2-20: sc around (19 rounds)

ch5, sc in second chain from
hook and across. ch1 and turn (4)

Clean FO and weave in all ends.

R1: sc across, ch 1 and turn.

Using Black Yarn: place slip knot on hook and continue

Repeat R1, 28 times or desired
length.

R21-22: sc around (2 rounds)
Clean FO and weave in all ends.

FO leaving long tail for sewing.

Assembly:
Using picture as reference:
Sewing using long tails of bag strap to the bag’s last round on the sides.
Embroider a single web with white yarn wherever you’d like. Sew the little spider at the bottom of
the web.
Congratulations! You did it :) Hope you enjoyed this
pattern and have a wonderful Halloween!
Feel free to sell the final product in small quantities but
please include the following in your listing:
“Treats Bag with Little Spider designed by ©anniegurumi.
http://anniegurumi.com”
Find more patterns here: Etsy , Love Crochet and of
course FREE

patterns at Hobium Yarns

Blog.
Thank you again from the bottom of my heart. <3
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